ABSTRACT. Inferential summaries of tree estimates are useful in the setting of evolutionary biology, where phylogenetic trees have been built from DNA data since the 1960's. In bioinformatics, psychometrics and data mining, hierarchical clustering techniques output the same mathematical objects, and practitioners have similar questions about the stability and 'generalizability' of these summaries. This paper provides an implementation of the geometric distance between trees developed by Billera, Holmes, and Vogtmann (2001) equally applicable to phylogenetic trees and heirarchical clustering trees, and shows some of the applications in statistical inference for which this distance can be useful.
CURRENT PRACTICES IN ESTIMATION AND STABILITY OF HIERARCHICAL TREES
Trees are often used as a parameter in phylogenetic studies and for data description in hierarchical clustering and regression through procedures like CART (Breiman et al., 1984) . These methods can generate many trees leading to the need for summaries and methods of analysis and display.
A natural distance between trees has been introduced and studied in Billera, Holmes, and Vogtmann (2001) . Recent advances in its computation (Owen and Provan, 2009) , along with advances reported below, now allow for efficient computation and use of this distance. The present paper describes these advances and some applications. We begin with a small example.
Example 1: Hierarchical Clustering variability Now a staple of microarray visualizations, the hierarchical clustering trees such as that in Figure 1 is a standard heatmap type plot showing both a clustering of patients (the columns in this data) and the genes (the rows).
We will consider using cross validation to see how the clustering trees change when each of the genes was removed. This gives us 16 cross validated trees and the original tree. These 17 points can be represented in a plane, where the groupings show that some genes have similar effects on the estimates when missing. Figure 1 shows the cross validated trees with the original tree at the center of the triangular scatter of points. Notice that the cross validated trees can be seen to form three clusters. We will explain how this plot was made in section 3.6. from multivariate data sets with data on the leaves; we will suppose the data are organized so that each row corresponds to a leaf. Current practices in evaluating tree estimates lean on unidimensional summaries giving the proportion of times a clade occurs. These are recorded either as the binomial success rates along the branches of the tree (Felsenstein, 1983) or as a set of bin frequencies of the competing trees considered as categorical output.
In this paper we propose alternative evaluation procedures, all based on distances between trees. The idea of comparing trees through a notion of distance between trees has many variations. Robinson and Foulds (1981) proposed a coarse distance between phylogenetic trees that takes on only integer values; Waterman and Smith (1978) proposed the Nearest Neighbor Interchange (NNI) as a biologically reasonable distance between trees. We will use that of Billera, Holmes, and Vogtmann (2001) and call it the BHV distance. This distance can be considered in some sense to be a refinement of NNI that comes from taking into account the edge lengths of the trees.
In this first section we will place the question of evaluating trees in the context of statistical estimation and give an overview of current practices in data analysis. Here our data will be presented as a n × p matrix, with n being the number of observations for the hierarcical clustering studies or the number of species for the phylogenetic examples. The elements of the matrix will mostly come from small alphabets; examples in the paper include A = {0, 1}, or {−1, 0, 1} or {a, c, g, t}.
The second section will provide a short description of the algorithm for computing the distances between trees as we have implemented it. Section 3 shows how we can use multidimensional scaling to approximately embed the trees in a Euclidean space. We show examples of using multidimensional representations for comparing trees generated from different data, and for comparing cross validated data for detecting influential variables in hierarchical clustering. Section 4 shows how we embed the trees in a tree, providing a robust method for detecting mixtures. We also introduce a quantitative measure of treeness that tells us how appropriate a tree representation might be.
Section 5 shows how paths between trees can be used to find the boundary points between two different branching orders. These paths are built using simulated annealing algorithm and can also provide the boundary data used by Efron, Halloran, and Holmes (1996) to correct the bias in the naïve bootstrap for trees (Holmes, 2003) .
1.2. Estimating phylogenetic trees from Data. The true tree, if one exists, can be considered an unknown parameter that we can use standard statistical estimation methods to estimate (Holmes, 1999) . Recently, it has become apparent that in many cases there are probably several good candidate trees that must be presented together to explain the complexities of the evolutionary process. Having several trees to represent increases the need for a satisfactory comparison technique. We will begin, however, with the simplest case, that of having only one true tree with a simple model of evolution.
If the data are the result of a simple treelike evolutionary process, we may model the process as a Markov chain. We can characterize it by a pair of parameters (τ, M ), where τ represents the tree with its edge lengths and M is the mutation (transition) matrix. If the characters measured at the leaves of the tree are binary, M will be a 2 × 2 transition matrix; in the familiar case of observed DNA, M will be a 4 × 4 transition matrix. Example 2: Balanced phylogenetic tree and comb-like phylogenetic trees. On the right, the cladogram is often considered a useful representation of an evolutionary process, where the root represents the common ancestor to the 17 leaves or taxa at the end of the tree. The simplest evolutionary process is that denoted by the Cavender-Farris-Neyman (Felsenstein, 2004 ) process where each position or character is binary. Suppose we consider just one character; we generate the character at the root at random, say from a fair coin. This character will then 'evolve' (that is, be pushed) through the tree from the root to the leaves, with some probability of mutating as it passes through edges. The mutations have a higher probability of occurring over longer branches. The simplest model for mutation is to suppose a molecular clock, and thus that the rate is the same throughout the tree and always proportional to the edge lengths. If the mutation rate is very low, we might end up with all the characters at the 17 leaves equal to the root, while if it is very high, the characters at the leaves will have very little resemblance to those at the root. The leaves usually represent the contemporary taxa and thus we can guess what was at the root by what occurs at the leaves as long as the mutation rate is neither too low nor too high.
Another factor that effects the tree estimation quality is tree shape. As an example, here are two trees that were used to generate data. We call the left one the comb tree and the right one the balanced tree. FIGURE 3. The tree on the left was estimated with a matrix which had 100 columns (characters), of which only 24 different patterns are represented in the columns. The tree on the right was estimated with a matrix of 400 columns, with 68 different patterns represented. We can see that the tree on the right has the correct branching order, as compared to the estimate on the left. FIGURE 4. Two theoretical trees were used to simulate sequences of length 400. The tree on the left is the comb tree, and the tree on the right is often called the balanced tree.
Tree estimation methods can be grouped into categories of parametric, non-parametric, and intermediate methods. One popular parametric estimation method is maximum likelihood (MLE) (a classical textbook presentation of this can be found in Felsenstein (2004) ). Although this is known to be NPcomplete, remarkable computational advances have been made in recent years with regards to this reconstruction problem and particularly efficient implementations exist, such as RAxML (Stamatakis et al., 2005) or PhyML (Guindon and Gascuel, 2003) . Another parametric approach is the Bayesian Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) estimate, implemented in Mr Bayes (Huelsenbeck and Ronquist, 2001) or Beast (Drummond and Rambaut, 2007) following Yang and Rannala's prescription for Bayesian inference and tree estimation (Yang and Rannala, 1997) . Figure 4 were used to simulate sequences of length 400. From this example it seems the tree with the larger inner branch lengths was easier to estimate. We will make this precise in Section 3.
The most standard nonparametric estimate for a tree is the Maximum Parsimony tree. The reconstruction algorithm is designed to take the original data as the leaves and add extra ancestral points that minimize the number of mutations needed to explain the data. From a computational viewpoint, this is equivalent to the Steiner tree problem and is known to NP-complete (Foulds and Graham, 1982) .
Intermediaries between strictly parametric methods based on a finite number of mutational rate-parameters and an evolutionary tree and the nonparametric approaches are the distance based methods. These use the parametric Markovian models to find the distances between species and then lean on various heuristic criteria to build a binary tree from these distances.
Distance based methods forfeit the use of the individual columns in favor of a simple distance between the aligned sequences, although recent work by Roch (2010) shows there might not be such an important loss in information. The distance can use any of the standard Markovian evolutionary models such as the Jukes Cantor one parameter model or Kimura two parameter model (Felsenstein, 2004) , or a simple Hamming distance between sequences. Once the distances have been computed the tree building procedure can follow one of many possible heuristics. Neighbor Joining is an agglomerative (bottom up) method which is computationally inexpensive and is thus often used as a starting point for other tree estimation procedures. UPGMA or average linkage method is another such method that updates the distance between two clusters by taking the average distance between all pairs of points from the two groups (the orignal idea is explained in Michener and Sokal (1957) , a standard treatment can be found in Felsenstein (2004)).
1.3. Hierarchical clustering trees. Building hierarchical clustering trees is very similar to the use of distances to build phylogenetic trees, with the difference that the choice of distances or even of simpler dissimilarities between the leaves is no longer driven by an evolutionary model but dissimilarities either in gene expression or in occurrence of words or other relevant features (Hartigan, 1967) . The resulting hierarchical clustering has the advantage over simple clustering methods such as k-means that one can look at the output in order to make an informed decision as to the relevant number of clusters for a particular data set.
1.4. Methods for Evaluating Trees. In the case of hierarchical clustering trees, Fowlkes and Mallows (1983) provide a first approach to comparing two hierarchical clusterings by creating a weighted matching score from the matrix of matchings. However, recently more global distributional assessments of clusterings of trees have been possible thanks to advances in computation:
Bootstrap support for Phylogenies: As in the standard bootstrap technique Efron (1979) , with observations being the columns of the aligned sequences, the sampling distribution of the estimated tree is estimated by resampling with replacement among the characters or columns of the data. This provides a large set of plausible clusterings. These were used for instance by Felsenstein (1983) to build a confidence statement relevant to each split. An adjustment was proposed in Efron et al. (1996) . This is based on finding a path between trees that are each side of the boundary separating two tree topologies; we show in Section 4 how this can be implemented using our implementation of the geometric distance. Parametric Bootstrapping for Microarray Clusters: Kerr and Churchill (2001) have proposed a way of validating hierarchical clustering as it is used in microarray analysis. Their model is a parametric ANOVA model for microarrays which includes gene, dye and array effects. Once these effects have been estimated on the data, simulated data incorporate realistic noise distributions can be generated through a parametric bootstrap type procedure. From the simulated data many hierarchical clusters are generated and then compared. The authors use this to evaluate the stability of a gene, using percent of bootstrap clusterings in which it matches to the same cluster in the same way Felsenstein (1983) provides the estimate of the binomial proportion of trees with a given clade. We can repeat their generation process but again combine the trees differently than by estimating a presence-absence estimate for each clade. We show in section 3 how a more multivariate approach can provide richer visualizations of the stability of hierarchical clustering trees. Bayesian posterior distributions for phylogenetic trees: Yang and Rannala (1997) develop the Bayesian framework for estimating phylogenetic trees using a Bayesian posterior probability distribution to assess stability. The usual models put prior distributions on the rates and a uniform distribution on the original tree and then proceed through the use of MCMC to generate instances of the posterior distribution. Since implementations such as Huelsenbeck and Ronquist (2001) provides a sample of trees from the posterior distribution, these can be used for the same purpose as the bootstrap resample of trees. Following procedures exposed in section 3, we can combine these picks from the posterior distribution using the distances to give an estimate of a median posterior tree and to give multivariate representations such as hierarchical clusters and MDS plots of the posterior distribution. 2. THE POLYNOMIAL TIME GEODESIC PATH ALGORITHM 2.1. Path Spaces, Geodesics, and Uniqueness. The distance algorithm implemented computes the geodesic distance metric proposed by Billera, Holmes, and Vogtmann (2001) . This arises naturally from their formulation of tree space as a space made up of Euclidean orthants. A path between two trees consists of line segments through a sequence of orthants. This sequence of orthants is the path space. A path is a geodesic when it has the smallest length of all paths between two points. As Billera, Holmes, and Vogtmann (2001) showed, tree space is a negatively curved CAT(0) space. As a consequence, there is a unique geodesic between any two trees (Gromov, 1987) . We then can find the distance between two trees by finding the geodesic path.
2.2. The Algorithm Intuitively. Owen and Provan (2009) have proposed an iterative method to constrict a path until it is the geodesic between its two endpoints. Since all orthants connect at the origin, any two trees T and T can be connected by a two-segment path, consisting of one segment from T to the origin, and another from the origin to T . This path is in general not a geodesic, but is an easily definable path that must always be valid, making it a useful starting point. This path is called the cone path.
From this start, the algorithm iteratively splits a transition between orthants into two transitions by introducing a new itermediate orthant into the path space until a condition is met such that we know the path is the geodesic. We then compute the length of the path to get the geodesic distance between the two trees.
2.3. Notation and Setup. Let T and T be two rooted semi-labeled weighted binary trees with n labeled tips, with labels X = 1..n, and 2n − 2 edges E and E . Formally, we hang the trees by a labeled root Z, though because of a representational trick it is not necessary to include this in the computations. Every edge e ∈ E defines a partition of labels X e |X e . As a convention we will consider X e as the set of labels 'below' e (that is, the set not including Z), and X e as the set of edges 'above' or 'rootward' of e, or the set containing Z.
Two edges e and f are called compatible if one of X e ∩ X f , X e ∩ X f , X e ∩ X f , or X e ∩ X f is empty. Intuitively, edges are incompatible if they could not both be edges in the same tree. The partition formed by an edge uniquely identifies it amongst all edges in n-trees, so we represent each edge by the partition it forms, and call two edges the same if they form the same partition of X. Two sets of edges A,B are compatible if for every e ∈ A, e is compatible with every f ∈ B.
We represent a path between two trees by (A, B) with A = (A 1 , ..., A k ) and B = (B 1 , ..., B k ), where A i ⊆ E represents the edges dropped from T , and B i represents the edges added from T at the i th transition between orthants. The norm ||A|| of a set of edges is e∈A |e| 2 where |e| is the weight of e. 2.4. Conditions for a Path to Be a Geodesic. Owen and Provan (2009) give two properties that all valid paths must fulfill, as well as a third property that fully characterizes a geodesic path. The properties are presented here without development. 
Theorem 2. (Property 3) A valid path is the geodesic path if and only if, for each (A i , B i ) in the path, there is no partition C 1 ∪ C 2 of A i and partition D 1 ∪ D 2 of B i such that C 2 is compatible with D 1 and
Owen and Provan (2009) proved that properties (1) and (2) are always satisfied throughout the algorithm, and present a polynomial time way to both check (3) and split
2.5. Representing Trees, Preprocessing, and Optimizations. Trees are uniquely represented by the set of partitions formed by all edges in the tree. We represent an edge by an n + 1-length vector of logical values, a true value meaning the leaf in that position is 'downward' of the edge, with the n + 1 position representing the root node Z. This representation allows efficient computation of edge compatibility (i.e. in O(n) time, since one iteration through the vectors can check all intersections).
Before the algorithm is implemented, several preprocessing steps are performed. There are three preprocessing steps: (1) edges are classified as shared between the two trees or unique to its own tree, (2) the trees are divided up into independently solvable subproblems, and (3) edge incompatibility information is computed and cached.
The first step, classification of edges as shared or unique, serves two purposes. Edges shared by the two trees will not get dropped or added by any transition through an orthant, and so we can think of all the shared edges as having Euclidean distance within one orthant. Since they can be added in as such at any time, there is no purpose in using them in the high-cost distance computation, and indeed the algorithm presented by Owen and Provan requires trees to be disjoint.
The second purpose this classification serves is to aid in the second preprocessing step, division into subproblems. The division works from the observation that for every shared edge in T ,T , we can treat the distance between the subtrees from this edge as simply part of the distance between the two edges. This lets us compute the distance between these two subtrees in an identical way to the larger tree, and integrate this distance as if it were a shared edge distance.
This division is accomplished by classifying every unique edge in both trees under the tightest shared edge, i.e. working upwards until we reach a shared edge. Computationally this takes the form of, for every edge e, computing the difference in number of downward leaves between every shared edge and e, and taking the shared edge with the minimum positive difference. This approach is used since no representation of the tree as an actual binary tree is stored. The computation is still reasonably efficient due to the vector representation of the partitions and that the count of downward edges can be cached.
From the second step, we get a series of bins, each containing a pair of disjoint subtrees from a shared edge root. For each bin, we compute all pairwise edge compatibilities between edges on the two trees, caching their result in a vector of edge pairs. While these implementation details do not affect the theoretical efficiency of the algorithm, they make the computation reasonable in practice for large datasets.
2.6. The Algorithm. The algorithm itself reduces to checking property (3). Following Staple (2003) , the notion of incompatibility between edges is coded into a bipartite graph. Owen and Provan show that property (3) can be checked by forming a graph G(A i , B i ) and computing the minimum weight vertex cover for this graph. The graph G(A i , B i ) is formed by adding graph edges between incompatible edges of A i and B i , and weighting each vertex v ∈ A i as ||v|| 2 ||A i || 2 and w ∈ B i as ||w|| 2 ||B i || 2 . Because this graph is bipartite, the minimum weight vertex cover problem can be solved using a max-flow algorithm with the following conversion: source node s and sink node t are added to the graph, edges are added between s and every v ∈ A i with edge weight equal to the vertex weight of v, the edges given by incompatibilities are given infinite weight, and edges are added between every w ∈ B i and t with weight equal to the vertex weight of w. The Edmonds-Karp max-flow algorithm was used to compute the max flow, giving a runtime complexity of O(|V | · |E| 2 ), where |V | = |A i | + |B i | + 2, and |E| ≤ |A i | + |B i | + |A i | · |B i |. For a subtree with k unique edges and n leaves, |A i |, |B i | ≤ k ≤ n − 2, giving a worst-case complexity of O(n 3 ) for checking property (3). A breadth first search of the residual flow graph, after dropping 0-weight edges, gives the subsets C 1 ⊂ A i and D 1 ⊂ B i (C 1 ∪ D 1 happens to be the minimum weight vertex cover, but at this point we don't need the actual cover itself).
For each bin, we run the algorithm. Initialize (A, B) to A 0 = E and B 0 = E , that is, all edges dropped and added in one orthant transition (this is effectively the cone path of the subtree, which we know to be a valid path, satisfying properties (1) and (2)). Iteratively, we run the following procedure on all pairs
represents the geodesic path for the subtree, and the algorithm is done. Since at each step, |A i | and |B i | are greater than or equal to 1 and we cannot add or remove more edges than the trees have, we have O(n) iterations of the above steps, giving a total running time of O(n 4 ). As an alternative to the Edmonds-Karp algorithm, a linear programming solution, simpler than a standard linear program for bipartite max flow, can be used. In our experiments, it appears to be more computationally efficient for small n, however, it has asymtotically worse performance. For very small A i and B i sets, a brute force solution may be more computationally efficient, since all choices of a minimum weight vertex cover may be able to be enumerated more efficiently than setting up the machinery for a max-flow algorithm.
2.7. Final Calculation. Once all geodesic paths between subtrees are found, we compute the final distance. Denote the paths between subtrees by P, and the set of shared edges S. Then the final distance between the two trees is given by 3. CHOOSING A GEOMETRY FOR EMBEDDING TREES 3.1. Non positively curved spaces. Billera, Holmes, and Vogtmann (2001) show that the distance as computed above endows the space of trees with a negative curvature. See the excellent book length treatment of non-positively curved metric spaces in Bridson and Haefliger (1999) . . Three triangles illustrating non-positively curved spaces. The center one represents three points (trees) in treespace, a, b and c, with the geodesics running between them (notice the paths are made of sequences of segments that sit in the Euclidean cubes of the cube complex, but we can see an overall negative curvature, i.e. triangles are thin compared to the Euclidean comparison triangle on the right). The left triangle depicts the situation in which the space is so negatively curved as to be a tree. This is illustrated by Figure 6 , which shows three geodesic triangles in three different types of space. On the left, a δ-hyperbolic metric space with δ=0, is actually a tree.
δ-HYPERBOLIC METRIC SPACE
(1) Consider a geodesic triangle: 3 vertices connected by geodesic paths. It is δ-thin if any point on any of the edges of the triangle is within distance δ from one of the other two sides. (2) A δ-hyperbolic space is a geodesic metric space in which every geodesic triangle is δ-thin.
As we can see in Figure 6 , the 'triangle in a tree' on the left is represented by the three colored edges (made of two segments each) and has the property that each point from an edge, for instance a point on the pink edge ac is within δ = 0 from the closest other edge, either the blue or the green are at distance 0. The middle triangle has a δ = 0.25 (if we think the long side d(a, b) is 1), and the right triangle has a δ = 0.5. Euclidean space actually does not have a bounded δ, (δ = ∞), as triangles can be chosen to be arbitrarily large.
The question raised by Figure 6 and that we will try to address is whether we can make the best approximate representation of many trees given their BHV distances by embedding the points in a Euclidean space using a modified MDS or whether it is better to place the trees in a tree, as we do in the last section of the paper. The question of choice between spatial and treelike representations is an old one and was clearly posed by Pruzansky, Tversky, and Carroll (1982) almost 30 years ago in the context of dissimilarities measured on psychological preferences. We introduce a more quantitative notion by computing the δ-hyperbolicity of a set of distances between a finite set of points. The question of the quality of a treelike approximation is considered in section 4. In the next section we will show how to measure the quality of a Euclidean approximation.
3.2. Multidimensional Scaling and its application to tree comparisons. Psychometricians, ecologists and statisticians have long favored a method known as multidimensional scaling (MDS) to approximate general dissimilarities with Euclidean distances.
MDS is a statistical method developed around Schoenberg's theorem that a symmetric matrix of positive entries with zeros on the diagonal is a distance matrix between n points if and only if the matrix
We will not provide the details of the algorithm, referring the reader to (Mardia, Kent, and Bibby, 1979, p.407) but offer the following summary: Given an n × n matrix of interpoint distances, one can solve for points in Euclidean space approximating these distances by:
(1) Double centering the interpoint distance squared matrix:
We use the standard implementation provided in the stats package of R Ihaka and Gentleman (1996) by the function cmdscale. We can estimate the quality of the approximation of the distances d using the Euclidean approximation by computing an index such as
This index will be zero if the data come from a k dimensional Euclidean space and we retain as k dimensions in our multidimensional scaling. As we will see later, since we know our tree points lie on a curved space where local distances are nearly Euclidean but points further apart are not, we will sometimes be better off making modifications to the distances before applying MDS.
3.3. MDS of Bootstrapped Trees. One approach to inference for hierarchical clustering and phylogenetic trees is to simply apply a nonparametric resampling bootstrap to the data and re-estimate the trees. This gives an idea of the overall variability of the data under the assumption that the unknown distribution of the distances d(τ,τ ) can be well approximated by that of d(τ ,τ * ) , whereτ * denotes the bootstrapped estimates of the tree.
Here we apply this idea in conjunction with a MDS plot, using a bootstrap of the the Laurasiatherian DNA data from the package phangorn (Schliep, 2009 ). The original estimate is shown in Figure 7 . Table 1 shows that the 250 trees are of 72 different types or branching orders. An MDS plot of the first two principal coordinates using the BHV distance is presented in Figure 8 . If we compute a simple Shannon type diversity index, we get the impression that the trees are very diverse (SW=− p i log(p i ) − S−1 2 * N =-sum(freq * log(freq))-(71/502)=3.5). In fact the trees as represented in Figure 8 are quite grouped.
It is an interesting question how to study the variability of trees, whether using a diversity index or an 'inertia' type approach using such sums of squares of distances. The original estimate projects at the center of the scatterplot, leading us to believe that the estimate is unbiased. FIGURE 8. First MDS plane representing 250 bootstraps. The tree topologies were numbered from 1 (the original tree) to 72. We have plotted the orginal bootstrap estimate in red as 1, and the star tree with the pendant edge lengths matching those of the original tree represented by the letter S in green.
As an additional element we have projected the star tree "S" (chosen with the lengths of the pendant edges closest to the original tree) to see whether it is in a small neighborhood, or credibility region of the bootstrapped trees. This is analogous to seeing if 0 is in a confidence interval of differences between two random variables. If the star tree seems to be in a confidence region with a high probability coverage then we may conclude that the data are not really treelike. In Figure 8 , S appears to be on the outer convex hull of the projected points; we can conclude that the probability that the star tree belongs to the confidence region is low. See Holmes (2005) for details on the idea of using convex hulls to make confidence statements of this type.
Looking at Figure 8 we can see that trees of the same topology are not necessarily closer to the original tree if we use the BHV with no modifications. In some cases we may want to give an extra weight to crossing orthants. We give examples of such modifications of the distance in the Chakerian and Holmes (2010) vignette. Erdős et al. (1999) have shown that the tree shape that requires the longest sequence length for inferring the root as accurately as possible is the balanced tree. Mossel (2004) recognized this tree shape as the Bethe Lattice, known in statistical mechanics, and used this fact to give bounds on the sequence lengths necessary to rebuild the tree accurately with a given probability. For this shape, Mossel (2004) showed that if mutation rates are high it is impossible to reconstruct ancestral data at the root and the topology of large phylogenetic trees from a number of characters smaller than a low-degree polynomial in the number of leaves. 3.5. Seeing the Mutation Rate Gradient on Bethe Trees. We generated 9 sets of trees with mutation rates set from α = 0.01 to α = 0.09 and we generated the data according to the Bethe lattice tree.
Empirical Evidence of Mixing on the Bethe Lattice.
Here are the results in the first plane of the MDS: This shows that multidimensional scaling can be useful for comparing trees which have differing mutation rates. The arch shape for the overall trend is a classical instance of the horseshoe phenomenon Diaconis et al. (2007) .
It is an open question as to whether such a plot could be useful in the inverse problem of trying to estimate the relevant mutation rate for a data set, given the bootstrapped trees generated using the parametric bootstrap with differing mutation rates.
3.6. Finding inconsistent characters with high leverage. In regression it is often useful to find observations with high leverage. High leverage in regression can be detected by seeing a large jump in the fitted model after the point is taken out. In the phylogenetic context, if a character or a set of contiguous characters are taken out of the data and the tree changes, this can be an indication of recombination or horizontal transfer events. In previous work de Oliveira Martins et al. (2008) use the the minimum number of subtree prune-and-regraft (SPR) operations required to resolve inconsistencies between two trees to detect recombination events along DNA sequences in HIV.
Our approach is simpler since we will not use a Bayesian posterior, just the distance between the original tree and the tree without the character/segment. Figure 1 in the first example show the MDS plot built from distances between each of the crossvalidation data sets built by excluding a single gene and recomputing the hierarchical clustering tree and then computing the BHV distance between trees. Each cross validated tree is labeled by the gene that is excluded. Table 4 in the supplementary material shows the distances between the cross-validated trees and the original tree. If we consider the distances to the original tree in the first row as shown in 2, we can see that they are basically bimodal, a group around at a distance of about 17 from the original tree and a group of values around 20 but the plot in Figure 1 tells a richer story since it shows how the genes can be organized into three clusters according to the effect they have on the overall hierarchical clustering tree. In some sense, this gives us a picture of the leverage of each gene. A tree is a complete CAT(0) space (Gromov, 1987) . Since Billera et al. (2001) showed that the space of trees is also a CAT(0) space (as shown in Figure 6 , this can be visualized by considering that triangles are thin compared to Euclidean ones), we might guess a tree of trees would be a satisfactory representation of a sample from the Bayesian posterior or a bootstrap resampling distribution of trees.
We know that given a distance matrix we can give a treelike representation of the points with these distances by building a tree if the distances obey Buneman's four point condition (Buneman, 1974) .
BUNEMAN'S FOUR POINT CONDITION
For any four points (u, v, w, x) : The two largest of the three sums:
We can see Gromov's definition the hyperbolicity constant δ (Gromov, 1987) as a relaxation of the above four-point condition:
GROMOV'S HYPERBOLICITY CONSTANT For any four points u,v,w,x, the two larger of the three sums d (u, v) 
We propose using the smallest δ that works as a numeric criteria to quantify how treelike a set of finite points with a geodesic metric is.
Conside the bootstrap example in section 3.3, where we have B × B matrix of distances. We can use the following to compute δ: ). For ( r from 1 to R) do (1)(2)(3) below:
(1) Compute
The algorithm is implemented in the distory package. It takes about a minute to compute the δ -hyperbolicity of a 500 × 500 distance matrix. In order to calibrate how small delta becomes both on uniformly distributed data in Euclidean space and on a finite treelike data set generated from balanced Bethe trees, we ran simulations where we generated points from known trees and then computed various distances between them.
In particular, we used the δ/max statistic in the case of the bootstrapped trees represented by the MDS plot in the resulting ratio was 0.47. This indicates given, the calibration experiments in the above table, that point configuration would be well approximated by a Euclidean MDS. The δ/max statistic is a rough approximation for scaling each triangle considered by its diameter; two other approximations, scaling by the perimeter and scaling by the max of the sums A (1) are implemented in the R package.
We note here that recently, theoretical computer scientists have used the geometry of graphs for algorithmic purposes following the breakthrough paper by Linial et al. (1995) . The computation of δ-hyperbolicity provided here could also be used in this context. There is also a healthy literature connected to the subject of metric graphs that includes other applications of δ hyperbolicity, for a comprehensive review see Bandelt and Chepoi (2008) . 4.1. Mixture Detection. A particularly interesting application of this idea is in the detection of mixtures of the evolutionary processes underlying aligned sequences. Mixtures pose problems when using MCMC methods in the Bayesian estimation context (Mossel and Vigoda, 2005) . These authors note that MCMC methods in particular those used to compute Bayesian posterior distributions on trees can be misleading TABLE 3 . Different values of δ and the ratio δ/max(d) for points generated both in bounded Euclidean space and for points generated from trees. In the top half of the table, each value was estimated from 100 simulations, in the Euclidean case the distances were computed from points generated in 25 dimensions. In the lower half of the table the values were generated by randomly generated trees of a given size, 30,40,50,60 and 70 leaves and looking at the maximum and δ values for this sample of 500 trees. We can see that the sets of randomly generated trees have a much lower δ-hyperbolicity and little variation with the number of leaves in the tree.
when the data are generated from a mixture of trees, because in the case of a 'well-balanced' mixture the algorithms are not guaranteed to converge. They recommend separating the sequences according to coherent evolutionary processes. But this means the first step in the analyses of aligned sequences should be the detection of the mixture and proposals for separating the data at certain positions.
Suppose the data come from the mixture of several different trees; we will see how the bootstrap and the various distances and representations can detect these situations.
Our procedure uses the bootstrap or a Bayesian posterior distribution. Suppose we have τ 1 , τ 2 , . . . , τ K K trees generated from one original alignment either by bootstrapping the original data or by using a MCMC method for generating from the Bayesian posterior. We use the distance between trees to make a hierarchical clustering tree using single linkage to provide a picture of the relationships between the trees.
In this simulated example we generate two sets of data of length 1, 000 from the two different trees. We concatenate the data into one data set on which the standard phylogenetic estimation procedures are run. This provides the estimated tree for the data. We then generate 250 bootstrap resamples from the combined data, and compute the distances between the 250 trees from each of the bootstrap resamples, using these to make a hierarchical clustering single linkage from this distance matrix.
4.2. Variability of Trees from a Bayesian Posterior Distribution. After running MCMC Bayesian sampling from the posterior such as that available in MrBayesHuelsenbeck and Ronquist (2001) we obtain several sets of trees from different runs of the chain. In order to evaluate these picks, we took 250 random picks from the two runs combined, with the first 200,000 trees from each run discarded. Each MCMC was run 1,000,000 times on the same subset of the Laurasiatherian data available in the phangorn package (Schliep, 2009) . We computed the δ/max statistic for the distance matrix between all 250 trees and obtained a value of 0.57 indicating that the trees could be well approximated by a Euclidean representation.
The standard MDS plot is shown in Figure 12 . We see that the scatterplot is bimodal, but this cannot be explained either by the runs, the trees sampled during the first run are given as '*' whereas the trees from the second runs are the "#" character.
There were 5 different branching patterns in all, from run one there (42, 2, 15, 47, 3) of each of the five categories of trees and (52, 0, 27, 57, 6) in the second run (note both tuples represent counts of the same 5 topologies). We have colored each of these with one of five colors.
4.3. Kernel Multidimensional Scaling. It often makes sense to transform the distances so that the graphical representation focuses on correctly representing differences between similar points and doesn't try to make a good representation of the distances between points which are far apart. This has been shown to be particularly effective when the original points lie on a postiviely curved manifold as for instance in (Tenenbaum et al., 2000; Roweis and Saul, 2000) . However it can also be useful in the context of trees where the very local distances are Euclidean and the negative curvature only appears as points get further apart. Thus we will use the exponential kernel that takes the distance between trees d(T 1 , T 2 ) and compute a new dissimilarity measure between trees as δ(
is large, so it will not be sensitive to noise around relatively large values of d(T 1 , T 2 ).
This kernel has the effect of representing carefully relations between close trees and thus is very useful for exploring local neighborhoods of treespace.
4.4.
Learning the Right Distances. There are reasons to think that these distances are not giving us all the information we are looking for. If this is the case, we could ask the inverse question, given a set of trees and a distance which seems to be a meaningful representation of similarities, we can ask the inverse question of how to combine the topological information about the tree into the 'right distance'. For instance if we are told that set S 1 of trees should be similar and different from another set S 2 , we can make a parametric model that weights partitions on the tree so as to be concordant with this notion. There have been similar approaches to problems in text analysis solved by what is often called "metric learning", for a recent illuminating example see Lebanon (2006) .
In multivariate analysis it is often important to account for differing levels of variability in the data by rescaling variables. In the context of phylogenetic trees, for instance for the case where the contemporary DNA sequences are used to build trees that go far back in the past, it seems natural to ask if it wouldn't be better to put differential weights on the branches of the tree to compensate for the higher uncertainty with which we can only infer what is happening high up in the tree (Mossel, 2004) . In the same way we rescale variables so they have the same variance before doing a multivariate analysis, we would divide the edges in the tree closer to the root with larger numbers corresponding to the larger uncertainty, so that large differences higher in the tree would be downweighted as we are not sure of them. Examples of this differential weighting can be found in the vignette that accompanies the package distory (Chakerian and Holmes, 2010).
USING THE PATH BETWEEN TWO TREES TO FIND BOUNDARIES
It can be useful to explore both the neighborhood of a given tree and the datasets which are borderline in the sense that small perturbations induce a change in the tree topology.
5.1. Paths between different tree topologies. How close our estimate is to being borderline, in a particular sense of closeness, will inform us on the stability of our estimate. This can be done by creating small perturbations of the original data by bootstrapping. Looking at the set of bootstrapped trees, we can study the changes possible from small perturbations induced on the tree, both as changes in the topology and as quantitative measurements of distance. If all the bootstrap resamples give the same tree, then we are sure that the estimate we have is not "borderline," that is, the topology of the estimate is the same as that of the true tree.
However if the bootstrap resamples give many different trees it may be that the original data are not very treelike and the inferred tree has many competing neighbors.
FIGURE 13. Example of three bootstrap trees (with stars) and the tree estimated from the original data. We see that treesτ * 1 andτ * 3 share a common boundary with the original estimateτ . We are particularly interested in borderline trees, ie trees at the intersection between the paths between trees and the boundaries between regions defined by each topology.
It can be interesting to know whether all the alternative bootstrap trees are the same, as happens in the case of an underlying mixture of trees, or whether there are a large number of competing trees, this will incline us more towards concluding that the data are far from treelike. In fact, if the star tree with all edges equal to zero is close to the original tree then the number of alternatives will be exponentially large (Holmes, 2005) . If r contiguous edges of the tree are small, there will still be (2r − 3)!! = (2r − 3) × (2r − 5) × ..3 × 1 trees in its close neighborhood.
In the case of the bootstrap analysis whose binned topologies are presented in Table 1 we found that there are actually 9 trees in the bootstrap resample of that are borderline neighbors to the original tree, these neighbors and their respective BHV distances to the original tree are presented in the supplementary data ( Figure 14) . We see that there are thus many 'small edges' in this particular tree estimate, and the original estimated tree shares boundaries with 9 competing orthants. 5.2. Finding Borderline Data with MCMC. After we estimate a tree based on a specific set of DNA sequences, we may be interested in seeing which particular changes to the original sequences may lead to alternative topologies.
We can use Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods to help with this: given a target tree with the topology of interest, we try to find a configuration of weights for the columns from the original sequences such that the tree estimated from data sampled from those weights is as close to the target tree (on the boundary) as possible.
We start with the original sequences, such that every position in the sequences occurs once; we then draw proposals of increasing the count of one position by one and decreasing the count of another by one, to maintain the same number of total base pairs in the dataset (intuitively, we write over the DNA at one position with that from another position in such a way that the DNA at the position we wrote over can still be used again). A tree is estimated with the proposed change, and the proposal is accepted or rejected based on the ratio of the old distance to the new distance (if the new distance is smaller, the ratio is greater than 1, so the proposal is accepted automatically; if the new distance is greater, with some probability the proposal is accepted anyway to allow the MCMC to get out of local minima). A simulated annealing scheme (Kirkpatrick, 1984) introduces a temperature which is used to help with location of a closest approximating set of positions, which are then reported along with the resulting tree and the final distance. This algorithm has been implemented in R (Ihaka and Gentleman, 1996) and is also available in the distory (Chakerian and Holmes, 2010) package.
CONCLUSIONS : MORE QUESTIONS THAN ANSWERS.
We have combined the problems of evaluating phylogenetic trees and hierarchical clustering displays in a common mathematical framework. By embedding rooted binary trees in a metric space associated to the BHV distance, we can capitalize on statistical methods such as MDS to solve some of the difficulties in evaluating distributions of trees as output by Bayesian posterior sampling or bootstrap methods.
We show through examples that a distance between trees can provide valuable information about the variability of tree estimates and a substitute notion of multivariate spread. However, many questions remain unanswered.
At a fundamental level, what are realistic probability measures on treespace and how they should be used to provide useful priors and a theoretical notions of variance and more general moments on the space?
More generally, we face the issue of a practical way of quantifying variability of points. This question in tree space has a resemblance with phylogenetic diversity (Faith, 1992) . Trees could be considered leaves on a tree of trees, and thus a more nuanced measure of diversity than a simple Shannon type index is available.
Here we propose Gromov's δ-hyperbolicity constant as a useful statistic for evaluating if the points in treespace were better approximated by a tree of trees or a Euclidean approximation. However, many open questions remain around this topic. We have only touched briefly on the question of the correct scaling of the δ statistic; our choice was to take the maximum distance between two points, but other choices can be argued, recently Jonckheere et al. (2008) choose a more 'exact' normalization that comes with high computational price, their suggestion is to compute the diameter of all the geodesic triangles (two simpler methods, using the perimeter and max of the sums, may be good approximations as well and are available in the distory (Chakerian and Holmes, 2010) package).
Nothing is known about the distributional theory of Gromov's δ statistic. Its dependence on the underlying dimension and sparsity of the data is obvious, but there is much more work to be done before valid inferential methods become available for evaluating both the local and the global curvature of a finite set of points.
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